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ABSTRACT

Sensors detect machine parameters such as vibration, turn

ing speed, and temperature, and a local processor performs
logic operations based on the parameters and inference rules
to produce fault information that is reported to a system
processor, Which selectively uses the fault information to
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control the plant machines. The inference rules include rules
for determining faults as to balance, alignment, bearing
condition, electrical condition, and cavitation. The inference

Related US. Application Data

rules are contained in rules code that is separate from the

(63) Continuation-in-part of application No. 10/127,868,

analysis code that performs the logical operations. Thus, the
inference rules may be easily changed Without changing

?led on Apr. 22, 2002.

other code, such as the analysis code.
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MACHINE FAULT INFORMATION DETECTION
AND REPORTING
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of co
pending US. application Ser. No. 10/127,868, entitled ON
LINE
ROTATING
EQUIPMENT
DEVICE, ?led on Apr. 22, 2002.

MONITORING

FIELD OF THE TECHNOLOGY

netWork, such as one associated With the HART or FOUN

DATION Fieldbus protocol. HoWever, local or portable
handheld interface devices may be used, in many cases, to
acquire or collect data pertaining to ?eld devices or other

devices Within the plant and this data may then be uploaded
to the maintenance softWare for processing or vieWing.
[0005] While a typical process control system has many
process control and instrumentation devices, such as valves,
transmitters, sensors, etc., connected to one or more process

controllers and maintenance computers, there are many
other supporting devices Which are related to and necessary

for the process operation. These additional devices include,

[0002] The present invention relates generally to process
plant monitoring devices and, more particularly, to a device

for eXample, poWer supply equipment, poWer generation and

that performs on-line monitoring for rotating equipment

turbines, pumps, etc., located at numerous places in a typical
process plant. While this additional equipment does not

Within a process plant.
DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[0003]

Process control systems, like those used in chemi

cal, petroleum or other processes, typically include one or
more centraliZed or decentraliZed process controllers com

municatively coupled to at least one host or operator Work
station and to one or more process control and instrumen

tation devices, such as ?eld devices, via analog, digital or

distribution equipment, and other rotating equipment such as
necessarily create or use process variables and, in most
instances, is not controlled or even coupled to a process

controller for the purpose of affecting the process operation,
this equipment is nevertheless important to and ultimately
necessary for proper operation of the process. HoWever,
because monitoring of this equipment is not typically needed
for process control, this equipment, if monitored at all, is
generally monitored very infrequently, such as on a monthly

combined analog/digital buses. Field devices, Which may be,

basis, and only for maintenance purposes.

for eXample valves, valve positioners, sWitches, transmit

[0006] In particular, While a plant Will sometimes be set up
to perform regular condition monitoring on the most critical
rotating equipment, such as turbines, compressors and criti
cal pumps, most of the rotating equipment Within the plant
(called “balance of plant” equipment) is not monitored on an

ters, and sensors (e.g., temperature, pressure and How rate
sensors), perform functions Within the process such as

opening or closing valves and measuring process param
eters. The process controller receives signals indicative of
process measurements or process variables made by or

associated With the ?eld devices and/or other information
pertaining to the ?eld devices via the communication busses,
uses this information to implement a control routine and
then generates control signals Which are sent over the one or
more of the buses to the ?eld devices to control the operation

of the process. Information from the ?eld devices and the
controller is typically made available to one or more appli
cations eXecuted by an operator Workstation to enable an

operator to perform desired functions With respect to the
process, such as vieWing the current state of the process,

modifying the operation of the process, etc.

[0004] Many process plants, and especially those that use
smart ?eld devices (Which are ?eld devices having on-board

microprocessors), include applications used to help monitor
and maintain many of the devices Within the plant. For

on-going basis. When permanent condition monitoring is
performed on equipment, the condition monitoring system
typically includes a set of sensors mounted on the equip

ment, With the sensors being con?gured to provide data to a
local buffer device. This buffer device stores the data and,
periodically, doWnloads the data to an off-line computer
system that then processes the data to detect current or future
problems, error conditions, etc. using a variety of different

diagnostic applications. The off-line computer system is
typically associated With or provided by a specialiZed ser
vice provider Who may collect the data from the buffer
device using, for eXample, a hand-held (e.g., a local) com
munication device or a ?Xed communication link, such as

the internet. Once collected, the data is processed using
typically proprietary softWare and a report is generated and
sent to the plant maintenance personnel indicating actual or

eXample, the Asset Management Solutions (AMS) applica

potential problems With the equipment.

tion sold by Fisher-Rosemount Systems, Inc. enables com
munication With and stores data pertaining to ?eld devices to
ascertain and track the operating state of the ?eld devices.

cally monitored on a less frequent basis, such as once a
month. In these cases, a service provider comes to the plant,

This activity is typically called condition monitoring. An
eXample of such a system is disclosed in US. Pat. NO.

5,960,214 entitled “Integrated Communication NetWork for
use in a Field Device Management System.” In some

instances, the AMS application may be used to communicate
With devices to change parameters Within the device, to
cause the device to run applications on itself, such as self

calibration routines or self diagnostic routines, to obtain
information about the status or health of the device, etc. This
information may be stored and used by a maintenance

person to monitor and maintain these devices. This product
is especially capable When it can connect to and acquire data
from the smart ?eld devices via a ?Xed communication

[0007] Other less important mechanical equipment is typi
temporarily attaches appropriate measurement devices, such
as temperature, pressure, speed and vibration sensors, to the

rotating equipment, collects data from the sensors during
operation of the equipment and then takes the data back to
the service site to run diagnostics on that data. Thereafter, a

diagnostic report is generated and sent to the plant personnel
electronically and/or in paper format.
[0008] Unfortunately, in both of these instances, there may
be a signi?cant time lag betWeen the times at Which the

rotating equipment data is collected and, additionally, there
may be a further time lag betWeen the time When the data is
collected and When a diagnostic report is received at the
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plant. As a result, there are signi?cant periods of times

during Which problems With the rotating equipment may go
undetected, enabling a problem to get out of hand, cause
serious damage to the equipment or cause poor performance

in the plant. Also, because the data collection is periodic,
intermittent problems may go unnoticed simply because the
problem is not occurring at the time the data is being
collected. Moreover, this data collection procedure is labor
intensive and can be very expensive, in spite of the fact that,
With the higher demands on production and needs for

optimiZation, monitoring and controlling this rotating equip
ment have become a higher priority in today’s advanced

platforms.

the operation of the machines based on the fault information.
The system processor may modify the operation of a
machine for Which fault information Was generated, or it
may modify the operation of a second machine based on the
fault information related to a ?rst machine.

[0012] In accordance With a particularly advantageous
embodiment, the inference rules include rules for determin
ing ?ve critical types of machine faults, namely, faults as to

machine balance, alignment betWeen machines, bearings,
electrical conditions, and cavitation. Preferably, each local
processor is programmed With an analysis code for perform
ing the logical operations and a rules code containing the
inference rules. The rules code is separate from and not

unit collects data from the sensors and performs diagnostics
thereon to detect actual or potential problems With the

embedded in the analysis code. Using this structure, the
rules code is adapted for recon?guration to change in the
inference rules Without changing the analysis code. Most
preferably, the local processor is programmed With analysis
code, rules interface code and rules code. Again, the rules
code provides inference rules for use in the analysis code
When performing the logical operations. The rules interface
code provides a protocol for transferring information from
the rules code to the analysis code. Thus, the rules code may

device on a continuous or semi-continuous basis. Using the

be changed to provide a neW rules code so long as the neW

communication interface, the diagnostic unit automatically

rules code conforms to the protocol established by the rules
interface code. Again, the rules code may be changed
Without changing either the analysis code or the rules
interface code.

SUMMARY

[0009] A rotating equipment monitoring device includes a
set of sensors, such as temperature, speed, pressure, and
vibration sensors, locally connected to a diagnostic unit
having a plant communication interface and a processor that
implements one or more diagnostic routines. The diagnostic

sends signals indicating problems or other messages about
the rotating equipment to a maintenance system or a control
system via standard or common communication netWork,
such as a HART or Fieldbus netWork. The diagnostic unit

may also be intermittently coupled to an off-line computer,
such a one associated With a service provider Who may

verify or further de?ne the diagnostics provided by the

diagnostic unit.
[0010] This rotating equipment monitoring device pro
vides the advantage of operating on-line, in a dedicated

[0013]

In accordance With another aspect of the present

invention, the different rules contained in the rules code are

customiZed for a particular machine that is being monitored
by the system. Likewise, the rules code may be customiZed
for a number of related machines.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

manner to collect and process data for a particular piece of

rotating equipment Within the plant and to provide imme
diate indications of the current or future operating state of

that equipment to plant personnel via plant communication

[0014] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a rotating
equipment monitoring device Which is coupled to a turbine
and Which is in communication With a process plant and a

infrastructure. Because the monitoring device is connected

service provider site;

to and capable of performing diagnostics for the piece of
rotating equipment at any time, the monitoring device is
capable of detecting intermittent problems and of quickly

[0015] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a rotating equipment
monitoring device, such as the one of FIG. 1, having three
channels.

recogniZing a problem that may need immediate attention or

that may be responsible for poor plant performance. Because
the monitoring device may be connected to and communi
cate via common communication protocols, such as the

HART or Fieldbus protocol, the monitoring device is easy to
install and maintain.

[0011] In accordance With one embodiment of the present
invention, the diagnostic unit includes a plurality of local
processors that receive the parameter signals. Each local

[0016] FIG. 3 is a schematic circuit diagram of an
embodiment shoWing tWo pump and motor sets monitored
by local processors that transmit fault information to a

system processor that controls the machines;
[0017]

FIG. 4 is a How chart illustrating one softWare

routine for monitoring machines, reporting fault information
and controlling machines; and

processor is associated With a subset of machines and a

[0018] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
relationship betWeen rules code and analysis code.

corresponding subset of processors, and each local processor
receives the parameter signals from the subset of sensors
With Which it is associated. Inference rules are programmed

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

into the local processors to perform all logical operations
based on the parameter signals and the plurality of inference
rules to determine fault information for each machine. The
fault information is transmitted from local processors to a
system processor through a communication netWork. The

[0019]

Referring noW to FIG. 1, a process plant 10

includes numerous ?eld devices 18 connected to a distrib
uted control system (DCS) controller 20 via one or more

input/output devices 22. The DCS controller 20 is connected
to one or more host computers 24 and 26 and to a data

system processor is programmed to selectively issue control

historian 28 via a bus 30 Which may be, for example, an

commands based on the fault information. A control system

Ethernet bus. As is knoWn, the DCS controller 20 performs
any desired type of control Within the plant 10 by sending

is responsive to the control commands to selectively modify
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signals to and receiving signals from the ?eld devices 18 and
processing such signals using any known or standard control
softWare. The DCS controller 20 may report status informa
tion to one or more applications Within, for example, the host

only some of the possible conditions that can be detected and
other conditions may be detected in any knoWn or desired
manner. The diagnostic unit 44 may store and implement

any desired diagnostic routine(s) 54 in the memory 50 to

computer 24 regarding the operating state of the process
and/or the operating state of the ?eld devices 18. If desired,

detect the conditions, With these routines differing generally
based on the type of rotating equipment being monitored and

one of the applications 32 Within the host computer 24 may
be a maintenance application, such as the AMS application

the level or accuracy of diagnostics desired. In general, the
more sensors 46 that are coupled to the diagnostic unit 44,
the better the diagnostic unit 44 Will be able to detect

described above, Which tracks the operating state of different
devices Within the process plant 10. Of course, other appli

conditions and the more conditions that Will be detectable.

cations (depicted generally by the application 32) Within the

Furthermore, the diagnostic unit 44 may be able to store and

host computers 24 and 26 may include optimiZation appli

implement different diagnostic routines of different capabil

cations, control applications, performance monitoring appli

ity depending on the use to Which the monitoring device 40

cations, display applications such as error or alarm applica
tions that display indications of device conditions to plant

personnel, etc. Of course, these applications may display
any desired information to an operator or to a maintenance

person Within the plant 10 via display devices associated
With the host computers 24 or 26. The control system
illustrated in FIG. 1 is merely exemplary in nature and other
types or con?gurations of control systems can be used as
Well.

[0020] As illustrated in FIG. 1, a rotating equipment

is put.

[0022] In any event, the diagnostic unit 44, Which is
preferably permanently mounted near to or on the rotating
equipment 42, is connected to the DCS controller 20 via a

plant communication netWork 58 and an input/output device
22 associated With the DCS controller 20. The plant com
munication netWork 58 may be, for example, a 2-Wire
communication netWork like a 4-20 milliamp netWork, a
HART netWork, a FOUNDATION Fieldbus netWork or any
other desired type of communication netWork. This netWork

monitoring device 40 is mounted on or near a piece of

could instead be a 3-Wire or a 4-Wire netWork if so desired.

rotating equipment 42 Within the plant 10. While illustrated

While the communication netWork 58 is illustrated in FIG.

as being mounted on a turbine, the rotating equipment

1 as a hardWired netWork, it could also be a Wireless netWork

monitoring device 40 may be mounted on or near other types

using any appropriate type of Wireless communication

of rotating equipment, such as pumps, fans, gear boxes,
motors, compressors, etc. The rotating equipment monitor

devices.

ing device 40 includes a diagnostic unit 44 connected to
numerous sensors 46 via, for example, communication lines

unit 44 includes any knoWn or desired communication

48. If desired, hoWever, the diagnostic unit 44 may be

interface 60, Which may be, for example, a softWare inter
face (executed on the microprocessor 52), a combined

connected to communicate With the senors 46 in a Wireless

manner using standard Wireless transmitters and receivers.
The sensors 46 may be any desired types of sensors typically
or advantageously used to perform condition monitoring on
rotating equipment, such as vibration sensors or transducers

(including, for example, accelerometers, velocity sensors,
and proximity or displacement sensors), pressure sensors,
temperature sensors (like thermocouples or resistive tem

[0023] To communicate via the netWork 58, the diagnostic

softWare and hardWare interface or a ?rmWare interface,

appropriate for the communication netWork 58, With the

communication interface 60 being capable of sending sig
nals or messages via the netWork 58 to the DCS 20 as

illustrated in FIG. 1. If desired, hoWever, the diagnostic unit
44 could be connected to other computers Within the plant
10, such as the host computers 24 and 26, via the same or

perature detector (RTD) devices), speed sensors, ?ux sen

other plant based communication netWorks.

sors, current sensors, etc. Of course, other types of sensors
may be used as Well, such as laser detectors, etc. While not

[0024] During operation of the plant 10, the sensors 46
(Which are preferably permanently mounted on the rotating
equipment 42) send signals to the diagnostic unit 44 Which

necessary, it is generally desirable to have at least one speed
sensor, at least one temperature sensor and multiple vibra
tion sensors permanently mounted at appropriate locations
on or near the rotating equipment 42 to be able to perform

diagnostics on the rotating equipment 42. In any event, the
speci?c types and numbers of sensors used Within the

rotating equipment monitoring device 40 and the placement
of those sensors on the rotating equipment 42 Will vary

depending on the type of rotating equipment being moni
tored and on the level or types of diagnostics being per
formed.
[0021] The diagnostic unit 44 includes a memory 50 and
a processor 52, Which may be a microprocessor or micro
controller, an ASIC or other processing device that is con

?gured or programmed to collect the data generated by the

then processes the received signals in any desired manner to
produce indications of one or more conditions associated

With the rotating equipment 42. The diagnostic unit 44 may
store the received data as Well as processed data or the

condition indications in the memory 50. During operation,
the processor 52 may execute the diagnostic routine(s) 54
using the collected data to detect actual or potential (e.g.,

expected) conditions associated With the rotating equipment
42. These conditions may include actual or expected prob
lems as Well as other conditions, such as conditions that

indicate the health, status, amount of use and variability of

the rotating equipment 42. As noted above, the detected
conditions may include, for example, misalignment of the
rotating equipment, loW oil, rise in temperature, number of

sensors 46 and to perform diagnostics on that data to detect

motor starts or stops, hours of use, number of rotations,

current or future (expected) conditions Within the rotating
equipment 42 based on the collected data. The detected

conditions may include, for example, misalignment of the
rotating equipment, loW oil, rise in temperature, too many

clogged vents, etc. Generally, the type of conditions can be
different, as Would be appropriate, for different types of
rotating equipment and Would be different depending on the
nature of the diagnostic routine(s) 54 being used. As an

motor starts or stops, clogged vents, etc. Of course, these are

example, hoWever, the diagnostic or condition monitoring
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routines 54 implemented by the processor 52 may imple

provider computer 74 may communicate With the plant 10 in

ment some or all of the procedures described in US. Pat.

any other desired or typical manner, such as via a Written

Nos.
994;
698;
924;

report.

5,263,261;
5,907,491;
6,087,796;
5,744,723;

5,526,282;
5,530,343;
5,262,732;
5,875,420;

5,684,578;
5,680,025;
6,234,021;
5,895,857;

5,980,094;
5,726,911;
5,646,350;
5,922,963;

5,854,
5,739,
5,691,
5,943,

634; 6,370,448; and 6,017,143 Which are hereby expressly
incorporated by reference herein. If necessary, the diagnostic
routine(s) 54 may send requests for (or be con?gured to
automatically receive) information from the DCS controller
20, one or more of the host computers 24 or 26, the data
historian 28, or other devices Within the plant 10 such as one
or more of the ?eld devices 18, and may use this data as Well

to perform diagnostics on the rotating equipment 42.
[0025] In any event, after performing any desired level of
diagnostics, the diagnostic unit 44 may send an indication of
a detected condition to the DCS controller 20 or to one or

more of the host computers 24 and 26 to alert plant person
nel of the problem or condition. In this manner, the diag
nostic unit 44 can monitor the condition of the rotating
equipment 42 and, upon detecting a problem, error, alert or
other condition, can immediately notify a plant operator or
maintenance personnel, the controller softWare or other

applications, such as optimiZation applications, of the
detected condition. This operation eliminates the lag in time
that it typically takes to alert plant operators or maintenance
personnel or other applications Within the plant of negative
conditions Within the rotating equipment. Of course, the
recipients of the data can use that data in any desired
manner, such as to alter the use of the plant equipment

[0027] In any event, the service provider at the service
provider site 70 can periodically verify or expand upon the
conditions detected by the diagnostic unit 44 to provide the
plant personnel more information or more con?dence With

respect to the condition of the rotating equipment 42 as
detected by the monitoring device 40. While, as before, the
service provider, Will typically be able to perform its analy
sis only periodically, the diagnostic unit 44 is capable of
providing an on-line, immediate and constantly updated
indication of the general condition of the rotating equipment
42 and can be used to provide to the plant personnel at least

a rough indication of operating conditions of the rotating
equipment 42 that might lead to an eventual machine defect.
This indication can increase machine life by not alloWing
root causes to run uncorrected (such as pump cavitation

under certain process loads). The diagnostic unit 44 is also
able to detect intermittent “bump in the night” problems and
serious problems that may occur very quickly, such as
detecting the sudden loss of lubrication due to a burst seal or
Water contamination Washing out the lubrication. Of course,
this detection may be inferred from various sensor data if it

cannot be measured directly. The diagnostic unit 44 is also
able to indicate that the rotating equipment 42 needs to be
maintained based on actual measurements, instead of using
a time-betWeen maintenance analysis. For example, the
diagnostic unit 44 may provide an indication that the rotat
ing equipment 42 needs to be lubricated based on actually

relying on the rotating equipment 42, to perform or schedule
maintenance for the rotating equipment 42, to order parts for
the rotating equipment 42, to change the control routine to
optimiZe plant performance in the presence of the condition,

measured or estimated (based on various sensor data) lubri
cation conditions instead of using a time-based schedule.

etc.

ture rise, for example), may detect axial misalignment (using

[0026]

Still further, if desired, the raW data collected by

Further, the diagnostic unit 44, because it is operating
on-line, may detect clogged motor vents (based on tempera
a laser sensor, for example, or based on the processing of
other sensor data), may document the actual number of

the sensors 46, the indications of the detected conditions
determined by the diagnostics unit 44 or any other data

motor starts and generate an alarm on too many starts as Well

Within the diagnostics unit 44 may be sent to a service

may perform any other condition monitoring or diagnostics

provider site 70 using any desired technique. For example,

as a host of other activities. Of course, the diagnostic unit 44

using data from the sensors 46.

that data may be periodically doWnloaded to a handheld

(local) interface device 72 (Which can be connected to the
diagnostic unit 44 via a local communication interface
Within the interface 60 using any desired type of interface
protocol) and delivered to the site 70 for processing. Alter
natively or in addition, this data may be periodically trans
mitted via, for example, an internet or other public commu
nication netWork connected to the service provide site 70.
When the data has been delivered to the service provider site
70, a service provider may process this data on, for example,
a service provider computer 74 to verify the diagnostics

[0028]

While there are many different types of rotating

equipment, most rotating equipment has a set of common
features Which can be exploited to enable the same moni
toring device 40 to be able to be used on different types of

rotating equipment. In particular, it is desirable to produce
the rotating equipment monitoring device 40 using a gen
erally applicable platform that can be programmed differ
ently depending on the use and level and types of diagnostics
desired. Thus, it is generally bene?cial to use a program
mable processor Within the diagnostic unit 44 Which can be

performed by the diagnostic unit 44. Alternatively or in

programmed With different diagnostic softWare depending

addition, the computer 74 may perform other or more

on the type of rotating equipment for Which the monitoring
device 40 is to be put. Further, it is generally desirable to
provide the monitoring device 40 With a certain minimum
number of channels and of alloWing the diagnostic unit 44

complete diagnostics to further identify a detected condition
and to suggest a solution or a root cause of the problem. Of
course, the computer 74 may use any knoWn or desired

softWare or processing routines to perform diagnostics on

to be scalable in the number of sensors it supports. These

the collected data. After performing diagnostics, the service

features Will make the monitoring device 40 more applicable

provider computer 74 may send a veri?cation or other
information regarding the detected condition to one of the

to different types of rotating equipment. For example,

host computers 24 Within the plant 10 via, for example, an

pumps, fans, compressors, etc. may all require a monitoring
device With approximately four or six vibration channels

internet communication link 76. Of course, the service

(sensors). Other groups of equipment that have similar
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monitoring requirements and provide the ability to monitor
minimally or optimally according to customer preference
and budget constraints.
[0029] The diagnostic routine(s) 54 may provide an indi
cation of the health, use or variability of the equipment and
may send signals regarding those conditions to the operator,
maintenance person, DCS controller, optimiZer routine, or
other routines. If desired, the diagnostic unit 44 may be
con?gured to provide poWer to the sensors 46 in any manner,
and may be con?gured to obtain poWer from the 2-Wire,
3-Wire or 4-Wire netWork or other common digital commu

nication netWork to Which it is connected. Preferably,

although not necessarily, the monitoring device 40 is ?eld
installable, may provide a health index of the device being
monitored and can be integrated With a DCS controller using
any desired protocol, such as the 4-20 mA, HARTTM and

FOUNDATION FieldbusTM protocols (or any other Fieldbus
protocol such as the Pro?bus and CAN protocols), a TCP/IP
protocol, etc. As a result, the information Within the diag

nostics unit 44 is preferably accessible and vieWable using
a broWser from the host computer 24 in the same manner as

?eld devices, such as Fieldbus ?eld devices are broWsable.

from a controller or host device (not shoWn in FIG. 2). In
any event, the application processor 98 detects conditions or
problems based on the received and stored signals and

produces indications of these conditions, for example, in the
form of signals or messages to be sent to the plant personnel
or other applications Within the plant 10.

[0031] The application processor 98 provides the signals
to a communication interface 100 Which may be any desired
or type of interface. The interface 100 packages or reformats
the signals and sends them to a DCS controller, a host
computer, a historian database, etc. via a communication
netWork, such as a HART or Fieldbus communication net

Work (Which may be, for example, the FOUNDATION
Fieldbus protocol netWork, the Pro?bus protocol netWork,
the CAN protocol netWork, etc.), a TCP/IP netWork or any
other desired communication netWork. Of course, the inter
face 100 may be con?gured in the same manner as the
communication interfaces of ?eld devices 18 or other

devices in the plant 10 so that the monitoring device 80
appears to the plant 10 as the other devices, Which can be

accessed, communicated With, detected, broWsed, etc.

This broWser may include, for example, the Internet
Explorer, Netscape, etc. broWsers or broWsers associated

[0032] If desired, the monitoring devices 40 and 80 may
con?gured to perform according to any desired level of

With host applications, such as the broWsers Within the AMS

processing functionality. For example, the processing fre

application Which provides an embedded HTML server core.

quency and number of channels (sensors) for the monitoring
device should be the highest needed by equipment in the

The diagnostic unit 44 is also preferably able to be integrated
With asset management systems, such as RBMWare (sold by

CSI Technology, Inc.), the AMS system described above,
any desired or appropriate CMMS packages. Also, the
monitoring device 40 may have a scalable or variable

class of devices that the monitoring device 40 or 80 Will be
used to monitor. The monitoring device 40 or 80 may be

con?gured to provide, for example, a 0- 70 HZ processing
frequency With 5 channels; a 0- 70 HZ processing frequency

number of sensors (such that the diagnostic unit 44 is
con?gured to receive and has ports for up to any desired

With 10 channels; a 0 - 150 HZ processing frequency With 5

number of sensors) and so can be upgraded over time

channels, etc. Of course, other ranges and sensor numbers

Wherein, typically, the higher the number of sensors, the
more capability the monitoring device 40 includes. Of

may be used as Well. Still further, if desired, each monitoring
device 40 or 80 may include one speed input for order-based

course, the softWare or diagnostic routines 54 Within the
device 40 may be changed or upgraded as Well. Still further,
the sensors 46 may be removably connected to the diagnos

analysis and order tracking, one digital input for use in
scheduling, one digital output for alarm enunciation (possi
bly tWo in the 10-channel con?guration), one analog input

channels and; a 0- 150 HZ processing frequency With 10

tic unit 44 using any desired or appropriate coupling tech

for an additional variable; e.g., temperature or load (possibly

nology.

both) and one analog output (4- 20 ma) for a 0- 100% health
condition indication. Of course, other channels and inputs

[0030]

Referring noW to FIG. 2, a block diagram of a

three channel rotating equipment monitoring device 80 is

and outputs could be provided as Well, such as channels used

illustrated as including three analog sensors, namely tWo

for ?ux monitoring.

accelerometers 82 and 84 and a thermocouple 86, commu
nicatively coupled to a diagnostic unit 88. Of course other
types of sensors, such as digital sensors, and additional
sensors may be used as Well. The diagnostic unit 88 includes

[0033] Also preferably, the diagnostic unit 44 or 88 Will
support 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200 or 6400 line col

analog signal processing circuitry 90 Which processes the
signals from each of the sensors to, for example, ?lter and

decode the analog signals. A multiplexer 92 then provides
the processed analog signals, one at a time, to an analog
to-digital converter 94 Which provides a digital signal to a

digital signal processor 96. The digital signal processor 96
performs digital signal processing, such as ?ltering, Fourier
transforming, etc. on the digital signals and provides the
digital signals and/or the processed signals to an application
processor 98 and, if desired, to a memory 99 for storage. The

application processor 98 may perform diagnostic routines
such as the diagnostic routines 54 discussed above With
respect to FIG. 1. Of course, the application processor 98

may implement any desired processing using the signals
received from the digital signal processor 98 or stored in the
memory 99, and any other signals, such as signals received

lections at a set of bandWidths prede?ned to meet the needs

of the type of rotating equipment to be monitored. This could
be in the range of 100 orders maximum With easily com

puted intervals (e.g., 8.75 HZ, 70 HZ, 875 HZ, 7 KHZ; 18.75
HZ, 150 HZ, 1.875 KHZ, 15 KHZ). Tachometer pulse mark
ing of the Waveform, order-tracking and synchronous aver
aging may all be supported by the diagnostic unit 44 or 88.
It is not necessary to provide dynamic auto-ranging during
acquisition of sensor signals. Rather, if desired, the diag
nostic unit 44 or 88 may implement a method for periodi

cally performing an auto-range function and then using the
results until further notice. The monitoring device 40 or 80
may also store and schedule self-test and calibration func
tions on a regular basis as de?ned by a personality module

that may be integrated therein.
[0034]

Still further, the monitoring device 40 or 80 may

provide support for peak analysis processing. The monitor
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ing device 40 or 80 may include, for example, an analog
peak following circuit that can be switched into the signal
path to allow use of the default acquisition frequencies. Still
further, a set of selectable bandpass and highpass ?lters
(such as two each) tailored to the default acquisition ranges
for the type of rotating equipment to be monitored may be

used to provide further processing. During this analysis, the
monitoring device 40 or 80 may collect and determine

desired delivery method including, for eXample, on a com

puter readable disk or other transportable computer storage
mechanism or over a communication channel such as a

telephone line, the internet, etc. (which are viewed as being
the same as or interchangeable with providing such software

via a transportable storage medium).

[0038] Critical Faults

typical scalar values, such as RMS, peak, peak-to-peak and

[0039] In devising a plant monitoring and control system,

DC bias on the vibration channels or the other analog input
channels. The monitoring device 40 or 80 may determine the
state of the digital input(s) and may determine the current
speed as measured on the tachometer channel.

there is a tension between complete and being concise. In
our conteXt, “complete” means monitoring every possible
parameter and potential problem. “Concise” means moni
toring only that which is necessary. In attempting to be
complete, eXpense is increased and a cost bene?t analysis

[0035] Of course, the monitoring device 40 or 80 may
determine other values using any traditional parameter,
waveform or spectra analysis and using any set of appro
priate equations. In this regard, the diagnostic unit 44 or 88
may use spectral analysis, statistical analysis, wavelet analy

sis, fractal analysis, arti?cial intelligence, eXpert engines,

may suggest that the “completeness” is not required. Also, it
is possible to be so complete that important problems are
masked by a ?urry of inconsequential problems or informa
tion. It is also dif?cult to be concise because deciding what
is necessary to monitor and control means that certain

such as simple if-then rule base eXpert systems, fuZZy logic

parameters and problems will be de-emphasiZed.

systems, neural network systems, etc., or any other type of

[0040] In a preferred embodiment which is suitable for
most applications, it is critical to monitor for faults, as
opposed to any conceivable condition. Most preferably and
more speci?cally in this embodiment, it is critical to monitor
for at least the following faults: a balance fault, misalign
ment, a bearing fault, an electrical fault and cavitation.

analysis to determine conditions of the rotating equipment
42. Likewise, the monitoring device 40 or 80 may have its
own decision making capabilities based on the information

it gathers on a particular rotating equipment. Typically, the
more information that is available, the more diagnostic

capabilities the diagnostic unit 44 or 88 will have.

[0036] While the rotating equipment monitoring devices
40 and 80 have been described herein for use with a turbine,

they could also be used to perform condition monitoring for
any other types of rotating equipment, such as machine
tools, cutters, rollers, robots, conveyors, miners, cranes, etc.

Inference rules are identi?ed or chosen to test for the critical

faults, and the inference rules de?ne the parameters that are
monitored. Then the inference rules are applied to the
monitored parameters to determine fault information which
corresponds to the critical faults.

[0041]

Referring to FIG. 2, an embodiment of the inven

that have a movement and/or vibration aspect which can be
analyZed to determine a health or other condition of the

tion is disclosed in which two motor and pump sets are

rotating equipment. Also, the diagnostic unit 44 or 88 is

ous other machines are present in the system 200 of FIG. 3.
The motor and pump set 202 includes a motor 206 connected

preferably con?gured to operate substantially continuously
during operation of the rotating equipment to detect condi
tions associated with the rotating equipment, that is to
operate continuously or on a periodic time frame with a
small interval, e.g., once every minute or couple of minutes.

Also the diagnostic unit 44 or 88 may be con?gured to send

the condition indications automatically upon generating
them, automatically in a periodic manner or when polled by

speci?cally illustrated, but it will be understood that numer
by a shaft and coupling assembly 208 to a pump 210. Three
outboard sensors 212 and three inboard sensors 214 are

mounted on the motor 206. In both the outboard and inboard
positions, the sensors 212 and 214 preferably measure the

horiZontal, vertical and aXial vibration, respectively.
[0042]

Likewise, three inboard sensors 216 and three

outboard sensors 218 are mounted on the pump 210 for

another computer, such as one of the host computers 24 and
26.

preferably measuring horiZontal, vertical and aXial vibration

[0037] While the rotating equipment monitoring devices

212, 214, 216 and 218 are connected by lines 220, 222, 224,

40 and 80 have been described as preferably performing

processing and diagnostics using software, they may use
hardware, ?rmware, etc. using any type of processor, such as
an ASIC, etc. In any event, the recitation of a routine stored
in a memory and eXecuted on a processor includes hardware
and ?rmware devices as well as software devices. For

eXample, the elements described herein may be imple
mented in a standard multi-purpose CPU or on speci?cally
designed hardware or ?rmware such as an application

at both the outboard and the inboard positions. The sensors
225 and 226 to a local processor 228, and the processor 228
is connected by lines 230 to a system bus 232. A motor
controller 234 is connected by lines 235 to monitor and
control the operation of the motor 206. The motor controller

234 is connected by lines 236 to the system bus 232 and by
lines 222 to the local processor 228.

routine may be stored in any computer readable memory

[0043] The motor and pump set 204 is identical to the
pump set 202 in every respect. It includes a motor 240 and
a pump 244 with inboard motor sensors 248 and outboard
motor sensors 246. Inboard pump sensors 250 and outboard
pump sensors 252 are provided along with a motor control
ler 264. The sensors 246, 248, 250 and 252 are intercon

such as on a magnetic disk, a laser disk, an optical disk, or
other storage medium, in a RAM or ROM of a computer or

262, and the motor controller is connected to the local

processor, in any database, etc. Likewise, this software may

processor 267 by lines 258 and to the system bus 232 by

be delivered to a user or a process plant via any known or

lines 266. The system bus 232 is also connected to a system

speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC) or other hard-wired
devices as desired and still be a routine eXecuted in a

processor. When implemented in software, the software

nected with the local processor by lines 254, 256, 260 and
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processor 268 Which is in turn connected to a control

of tests Will be performed. For purposes of brevity, only one

processor 270. Both the system processor 268 and the
control processor 270 are connected by telephone line,

imbalance, the folloWing balance test (logic operation) is

intranet, internet or a similar communication device to a

performed:

distant computer 272 Which may be connected to receive
information from a number of different plants around the
country or World. The connection to the distant computer

test is described herein. To make a decision as to balance or

[0048]

The psuedocode for the test is:

[0049]

272 is represented by dashed lines 273. The bus 232, system
processor 268, control processor 270, and controller 234 and
264 are preferably part of a control system/process automa
tion system such as a Delta V or Ovation produced by

[0050]

Emerson Process Management Company.

[0051]

[0044]

mands to a control processor 270 to cause the motors 206

and 240 to operate at a desired speed and therefore the
pumps 210 and 244 Will pump at a desired rate. The control

[0053]

command the operation of the motors 206 and 258. The
motor controllers also receive feedback from the motor

Which is relayed through lines 236 and 266 back to the
control processor 270 and the system processor 268 through
the bus 232. In this manner, the control processor under
instructions from the system processor operates the motors
234 and 264 as desired. Alternatively, the commands to the
motor controllers 234 and 264 can be transmitted through

and relayed by the local processors 228 aand 226, or the
local processors 288 and 267 may be issued commands
causing them to independently monitor the motor controllers
234 and 264 and independently control the future operation

IS

*AND MEASUREMENT ORIENTATION
AND EXCESS VIBRATION AT IXRPM

This psuedocode means that:

[0054] (1) if the one times turning speed ratio of
vibration in the horiZontal compared to the vertical
measurements is unknoWn, and

[0055] (2) the measurement directions are in the
radial direction, and

[0056] (3) the vibrations are eXcessive (above a
threshhold) at a frequency of one times turning
speed, then a balance fault is detected.

processor 270 may issue commands directly through lines
236 and 266 to the motor controllers 234 and 264 to

RATIO

[0052] PROBLEM IS IMBALANCE (060): 0

[0045] Operation
In operation, the system processor 268 issues com

RADIAL

IS YES

sors.

[0046]

*lXRPM

IS RADIAL

While siX sensors are shoWn on each machine in

FIG. 3, it should be understood that these sensors schemati
cally represent a plurality of sensors that may number more
or less than siX and represents different types of sensors such
as temperature, ?uX, voltage, amperage, light or other sen

IF

UNKNOWN

[0057] If the test results indicate that a balance fault has
been detected, the program moves to the block 306 and adds
balance fault information to a report. The balance fault
information indicates the presence of a balance fault and

indicates the degree or magnitude of the balance fault (eg.
the amount of vibration) and the identity of the machine or
machines that have a balance fault.

[0058] The de?nition of a “balance fault” ?oWs from the
inference rules that are chosen and may vary depending on

the machine and their environment. One type of “balance
fault” may be a high level of vibration that is caused by an
out of balance condition. HoWever, a balance fault may also

of the motors 206 and 240 until additional instructions are

include a condition in Which the machine appears to be too

provided by either the system processor or the control
processor. Even though the system processor 268 and the
control processor 270 have been described above as if they
Were separate pieces of hardWare, it Will be understood that

Well balanced. For eXample, a machine designed to shake
violently could have a balance fault if little imbalance is
detected.

these tWo processors could instead be a single processor that

performs both the system function and the control function.

[0047] Signals representing parameters such as ?uX, vibra
tion and temperature are transmitted by the aforementioned
sensors back to the local processors 228 and 267. Within

those local processors, the signals are analyZed according to
the analysis code and the fault rules programmed into the
local processors, and a logic operation is thereby accom

plished Which produces fault information. Referring to FIG.
4, a How chart 300 is provided to illustrate one procedure
that is executed by the local processors 228 and 267 in
conjunction With the system processor 268. The ?oWchart
300 illustrates a procedure designed to detect, report and
correct ?ve critical faults that may be associated With the
system 200 illustrated in FIG. 3. The initiation of the
procedure is indicated at block 302 labeled “Begin Big 5”.
The routine ?rst moves to block 304 and eXecutes balance
tests to determine Whether the machines have a balance
fault, such as out of balance. To determine Whether the
motor, pump, or both are out of balance, typically, a number

[0059]

Another eXample, consider a situation Where the

shaft and coupling assembly 208 completely fails. The
motor 206 Would have no load and it may be operating too

smoothly. LikeWise, since the pump 210 is not moving, it
may appear to be perfectly balanced. To detect this type of
fault, the inference rules may be set to identify perfect
balance or very good balance as a balance fault.

[0060] If no balance fault is detected, the program moves
to block 308. LikeWise, after the report is generated at block
306, the program Will move to block 308. At this point,
bearing tests Will be executed to determine Whether there is
a bearing fault. Again, typically, a plurality of tests are
performed to make this determination but only one is
provided here as an eXample. To test for a bearing fault, the

folloWing logic operation is performed:
[0061] Rolling Element Bearings:
[0062] The psuedocode for the rule is:
[0063]

IF *BEARING DESIGN IS ROLLING ELE

MENT
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[0064]
[0065]
[0066]
[0067]

AND *BPFO PEAKS IS NO

[0068]

AND *BSF PEAKS IS NO

[0069]

AND *BEARING DEFECT PATTERNS

[0087]

AND *BPFI PEAKS IS NO

[0088] AND HIGH AXIAL AMP AT 2X LINE IS
YES

AND *FTF PEAKS IS NO
OR *FTF PEAKS IS UNKNOWN

[0089]

[0090]

This psuedocode means:

NONSYN

[0091] (1) If the machine is a motor or the machine
is a generator, and

AND HI FREQ BEARING PATTERN IS

[0092] (2) the machine is mounted in the horiZontal
direction, and

[0072] PROBLEM IS BEARING FAULT (100):

[0093] (3) the vibration measurement is collected in
the axial direction, and

[0070]

oR

*1x

SDB

PEAKS>10XRPM IS YES

[0071]
YES
0

[0073]

PROBLEM IS BEARING FAILURE

[0094] (4) high vibration (exceeding a threshhold) is
present in the axial direction at tWo times the elec
trical line frequency, then an electrical fault is

PLUS(100): 0
The psuedocode means that:

[0075] (1) If the bearing design is a rolling element
bearing, and
[0076]

(2) there are no ball pass frequency outer race

frequencies present, and
[0077]

(3) there are no ball pass frequency inner race

frequencies present, and
[0078] (4) there are no fundamental train frequency
frequencies present or the fundamental train frequen
cies are unknown, and

[0079] (5) the Ball spin frequency peaks are not
present, and
[0080] (6) bearing defect patterns do exist or there are
one times turning speed frequency sidebands on
either side of the non-synchronous frequencies that
are greater than 10 times turning speed, and

present, namely the is rotor running off magnetic
center.

[0095]

If no electrical fault is detected, the program Will

move to block 316. If an electrical fault is found, the
program moves to block 314 and electrical fault informa

tion, including the type and severity of the fault are added to
the report and, after the report is created, the program moves
from block 314 to block 316 Where cavitation tests are

performed. While numerous cavitation tests (logic opera

tions) are typically performed, one example is provided
beloW:

[0096] Cavitation:
[0097] The psuedocode is:
[0098]

[0100]

312 after adding the bearing fault information to the report.
At block 312, electrical tests are performed to determine the
presence or absence, and severity of a electrical fault. Again,

typically, multiple tests (logic operations) of this type are
performed but for purposes for illustration, one example of
an electrical test is provided beloW:

[0083] Electrical:
[0084] The psuedocode is:
[0085]

IF *MACHINE IS MOTOR OR *MACHINE

IS GENERATOR

[0086]

AND *COMPONENT ORIENTATION IS

HORIZONTAL

AND EXCESS VANE PASS AMPLITUDE

[0101]

If the bearing test indicates the presence of a fault,

of the fault) are added to the report. If no bearing fault is
determined, the program moves to block 312 and, likeWise,
if a bearing fault is determined, the program moves to block

FLOW-BEP

IS YES

fault and additionally bearing failure.
the program moves to block 310 and bearing fault informa

*ACTUAL

RATIO‘>’0.0

quency patterns are present, then there is a bearing

tion (including the identity of the bearing (s) and the severity

IF *MACHINE IS PUMP

[0099] AND

[0081] (7) there are high frequency bearing fre

[0082]

THEN PROBLEM IS OFF MAGNETIC

CENTER (070); 0

IS YES

[0074]

AND *MEASUREMENT ORIENTATION IS

AXIAL

PRoBLEM IS PUMP CAVITATION

(060): 0
[0102]

This psuedocode means:

[0103]

(1) If the machine is a pump, and

[0104] (2) the pump is operating above it’s best

ef?ciency point, and
[0105] (3) there is How through the pump, and

[0106] (4) the vane pass frequency amplitude is
excessive (above a threshhold) then a cavitation fault
exists.

[0107] If the cavitation tests indicate the absence of cavi
tation, the program moves to block 317. If cavitation is
present, then after block 318, the program Will then move to
block 317. At this point, alignment tests are performed to
determine the presence of and severity of any alignment
fault that may exist. On example of an alignment test (logic
operation) is as folloWs:
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[0108] Misalignment:

corrective action, rules that require immediate alarms and
rules that suggest human corrective action, and rules that
generate various levels of Warnings. In this case, since

[0109] The psuedocode is:
[0110]

IF

*COMPONENT

ORIENTATION

IS

HORIZONTAL

[0111] AND *INLINE FLEXIBLE COUPLING
IS YES

[0112] AND *MEASUREMENT ORIENTATION
IS RADIAL

[0113] AND EXCESS VIBRATION AT IXRPM
IS YES

[0114] AND EXCESS VIBRATION AT 2XRPM
IS YES

[0115] AND 3X<PEAK<10OX IS NO

[0116] AND IXRPM RADIAL RATIO‘>’0.25
[0117] AND IXRPM RADIAL RATIO ‘<’4.0

[011s]

PROBLEM IS SHAFT MISALIGNMENT

(080): 0
[0119]

This psuedocode means:

[0120]

(1) If the components in the machine train are

mounted or oriented in the horizontal direction, and

[0121]

(2) the machine train contains an in-line ?ex

ible coupling, and
[0122]

(3) the measurements collected on the

machine train Were in the radial direction, and

[0123] (4) excessive vibration above a threshhold
appears at a frequency of one times turning speed

particular example, the system 200 Will represent pump and
motor sets 202 and 204 that are operating in parallel so that

the desired performance is the sum of the performance of the
tWo pumps. Thus, several automatic rules are implemented.
If cavitation is detected in one pump but not the other, the

speed of the cavitating pump is diminished and the speed of
the non-cavitating pump is increased so that a desired

pumping performance is achieved but the cavitation in one

of the pumps is stopped by decreasing its speed of operation.
If cavitation is detected in both pumps above a predeter

mined threshold, the speed of both pumps is incrementally
diminished until the cavitation in both pumps drop beloW the

threshold. In this particular application, the desired perfor
mance is not critical to any other operation and therefore, the
speed of the motors is alloWed to decrease until the cavita
tion in each pump is diminished to a magnitude beloW the
threshold. The issuance of the commands is indicated by
block 336 and referring to FIG. 3, the commands are
preferably issued by the central processor 270 directly to one
or both of the motor controllers 234 and or 264. HoWever,

alternatively, commands could be issued-to the local pro
cessors 228 and 267 causing them to take control of the
motor controllers and increase or decrease the speed of the
motors 206 and 240 as desired. If no corrective action is

required or after corrective action is taken, the program
moves to block 338 and loops back to other operation.
LikeWise, When the alarm is issued as indicated at block 330
or if a decision is made to not issue a local alarm as indicated

occurs at a frequency of tWo times the turning speed

at block 328, the program in the local processors loop back
to the beginning to block 302.
[0129] Referring noW to FIG. 5, the structure of the
program 400 residing in the local processors 228 and 267 is

frequency, and

illustrated schematically. This schematic illustration is

frequency. and

[0124] (5) excessive vibration (above a threshhold)

[0125] (6) there are no excessive vibration frequen
cies betWeen three times turning speed and ten times

turning speed, and
[0126] (7) the ratio of horiZontal to radial measure
ments is greater than 0.25 and less than 4.0) then an
alignment fault is present. In this case it is misalign
ment.

[0127]

pumps are involved, automatic corrective action Will be
taken in the case of certain types of cavitation. In this

If no alignment fault is detected, the program

moves to block 320. If an alignment fault is detected, the
program moves to 319 and adds alignment fault information
to the report in a manner similar to that described above.
Then, the program moves to block 320.

[0128] At block 320, other optional tests and reports are
generated, and then the program then moves to 322 at Which

intended to illustrate a portion of the overall program
residing in the local processors, but it Will be understood that
it is only a portion of the program, that portion Which is

particularly pertinent to the present invention.
[0130] The program 400 includes analysis code 402, an
interface protocol code 404 and a rules code 406. The rules
code 406 is shoWn as a separate block to indicate that code

406 is not embedded in any other portion of the program.
Even though the interface protocol code 404 is shoWn as a
separate block, it is shoWn in dashed lines to indicate that
this portion of the program may be embedded in other

programs, for example, it could be embedded in the analysis

code 402. The analysis code actually performs logic opera
tion based on signals produced by the sensors such as
sensors 212 - 218 in FIG. 3. To perform the logic operation,
the code 402 accesses the rules code 406 through the

326, the report is received and analyZed by the processor

interface protocol code 404. When accessing the rules code
406, the analysis code 402 has determined the type of logic
operation that Will be performed, but the analysis code itself

268. As discussed above, many uses exist for the informa

does not include information as to hoW that particular type

tion provided by the local processors 228 and 267, but for

of logic operation should be performed. The fault rules are
organiZed in terms of the type of the logic operation to be

point it transmits the report as indicated by dotted line 324
to the system processor 268 (FIG. 3). As indicated at block

purposes of this embodiment, the most important action is to
analyZe the fault information for the need for corrective
action as indicated at block 334. The rules governing the
corrective action Will vary depending on a particular appli
cation. There can be rules that require immediate automatic

performed so that When the analysis code 402 accesses the

fault rules 406 for a particular type of logic operation, the
appropriate fault rules are accessed and the appropriate
information is transferred in the proper format in accordance
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With the interface protocol code 404. Thus, the analysis code
performs the logic operation and detects faults based on the

[0144]

rules code 406.

[0131]

To illustrate the interpretation of this table, con

sider the roW identi?ed as “rolling bearings.” This roW
indicates that six primary sensors are required Which are the
motor outboard horiZontal, motor inboard horiZontal, motor

The advantage of this structure is that the isolated

inboard axial, pump inboard horiZontal, pump inboard axial,

rules code 406 may be changed by or for the user Without
completely reprogramming the local processor, such as
processor 228. Thus, for a ?rst particular plant, it may be
knoWn that a ?rst particular set of fault rules is particularly

pump outboard horiZontal. The optional sensors are motor

outboard vertical, motor outboard axial, motor inboard ver

tical, pump inboard vertical, pump outboard vertical and
pump outboard axial. No ?ux sensor is required, but the
turning speed is required. The remainder of the roWs are
interpreted in the same manner. While this table represents

effective and trustWorthy in detecting faults in the plant.
Thus, the ?rst particular fault rules Will be used for this
plant. HoWever, in a second plant, a second and different set
of fault rules may be desired. In such case, for the second
plant, the second set of fault rules may be programmed into
the local processor 228 eliminating the ?rst set of fault rules.
This operation may be performed by the end user on the ?y
or it may be performed by a service provider as periodically

a generaliZation of What is required for a typical facility, it
Will be understood that different types of machinery may
require different types of arrangements and sensors and

analysis.
[0145] Thus, While the present invention has been

requested by the end user. In either event, the separation of
the fault rules and the analysis code provides for quick and

described With reference to speci?c examples, Which are
intended to be illustrative only and not to be limiting of the
invention, it Will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the
art that changes, additions or deletions may be made to the

easy access to and variability in the fault rules.

[0132] As mentioned above, the number and locations and
types of measurements Will vary depending upon each
application. HoWever, for most plant applications, the num

disclosed embodiments Without departing from the spirit and
scope of the invention.

ber and type of measurements that are needed can be

What is claimed is:

generaliZed. Such information is provided in Table 1 beloW
and the codes for interpreting the table are provided beloW

connected betWeen a system processor and a plurality of

the table.

machines comprising:

1. A plant system including a communication system

TABLE 1

Defect

#
1
s

M
O
H

M
O
V

M
O
A

Rolling Bearings
Misalignment/

6
6

2
2

2

l
1

2

2

M
1
H

M
1
V

M
1
A

P
1
H

P
1
V

P
1
A

P
O
H

P
O
V

P
O
A

2
2

l

_

2
2

l

l

2
2

2

l
1

2

2

2

2

2

F
L
X

T
S

Y
Y

Coupling
Motor Electrical

2

Pump Cavitation

2

Imbalance
All Defects

6
6

2

l
l

2

2

l
l

1

g
g

1
l

l
l

1

1

g
g

2
l

l

Y

Y
2

2

Y

Codes for Table 1
The number “1” indicates that a particular measurement is required;
“2” indicates that a particular measurement is optical;

“Y” indicates that turning speed is required for a defect detection; and
“underline” indicates that phase measurement is useful for defect con?rmation.

[0133] The headings of the tables have the folloWing

meanings:

a plurality of sensors for detecting parameters from the

machines and producing parameter signals correspond

[0134] “#ls” indicates the number of vibration sen
sors required to detect the defect;

[0135]

“P” is an abbreviation for pump points;

[0136]

“M” is an abbreviation for motor points;

[0137]

“O” is an abbreviation for outboard;

[0138]

“I” is an abbreviation for inboard orientation;

[0139]

“H” is an abbreviation for horiZontal direc

tion;
[0140]

“V” is an abbreviation for vertical direction;

[0141]

“A” is an abbreviation for axial direction;

[0142]

“FLX” is an abbreviation for ?ux; and

[0143]

“TS” is an abbreviation for turning speed.

ing to the detected machine parameters;
a plurality of local processors for receiving the parameter
signals, each local processor being associated With a
subset of the machines and a corresponding subset of
sensors, each local processor receiving the parameter
signals from the subset of sensors With Which the local
processor is associated;

each local processor being programmed With a plurality of
inference rules and being programmed to perform a
logic operation based on the parameter signals and the
plurality of the inference rules to determine fault infor
mation for each machine;
a system processor;

a communication port for connecting the local processors
through the communication system to the system pro
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cessor for transmitting at least the fault information to
the system processor from the local processors; and

each local processor being programmed for transmitting
fault information to the system processor, Whereby the
system processor may receive fault information for
each machine.
2. The system of claim 1 Wherein at least a subset of the
inference rules are selected from a group of rules compris
mg:

balance rules for determining a balance fault;

alignment rules for determining an alignment of fault;

bearing rules for determining a bearing fault;
electrical rules for determining an electrical fault; and
cavitation rules for determining a cavitation fault.
3. The system of claim 1 Wherein the inference rules

comprise:
balance rules for determining an out of balance fault;

alignment rules for determining an alignment fault;
bearing rules for determining a bearing fault;
electrical rules for determining an electrical fault; and
cavitation rules for determining a cavitation fault.
4. The system of claim 1 further comprising a control
system connected betWeen the machines and the system

processor for controlling operation of the machines, the
control system being responsive to the fault information to
selectively modify the operation of the machines based on
the fault information.
5. The system of claim 1 a further comprising a control
system connected betWeen the machines and the system

processor for controlling operation of the machines, the
control system being responsive to the fault information to
selectively modify the operation of the machines based on

the fault so that operation of a particular machine is changed
based on fault information indicating a fault at that particular
machine.
6. The system of claim 1 Wherein each local processor is

programmed With an analysis code for performing the logic
operation and a rules code containing the inference rules, the
rules code being separate from, and not imbedded in, the

analysis code.
7. The system of claim 1 Wherein each local processor is

programmed With an analysis code for performing the logic
operation and a rules code containing the inference rules, the
rules code being separate from, and not embedded in, the

analysis code, the rules code being adapted for recon?gu
ration to change the inference rules Without changing the

analysis code.
8. The system of claim 1 further comprising the local

processor being programmed With analysis code, rules inter
face code and rules code, the analysis code being operable
to perform the induction, the rules code being operable to
provide the inference rules for use in the analysis code When

performing the induction, and the rules interface code being
operable to provide a protocol for transferring information
from the rules code to the analysis code, Whereby the rules
code may be changed to a neW rules code conforming to the

protocol Without changing the analysis code or the rules
interface code.
9. The system of claim 1 Wherein the inference rules are
customiZed for a particular machine that is being monitored

by the system.
10. The system of claim 1 further comprising a control
system or process automation system connected betWeen the
system processor and the machines for controlling the

operation of the machines, the system processor being
responsive to the fault information to issue commands

through the control system to change the operation of the
machines based on the fault information.
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